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About Zappy Wheels

1

Zappy Wheels is a purely online retailer of electric bikes for more than 15 of the best 
electric bike brands in the world.

If are searching for a high quality electric bike for the best price, you have come to the 
right place. We confidently believe we provide more value to our customers than any 
other online electric bike retailer. Here is what we offer:

· We sell all of our electric bikes at the manufacturer's minimum. That means 
that literally no one sells e-bikes cheaper than us.

· Coupon codes all year round.

· Free shipping to anywhere in the Mainland United States.

· We donate $10 for every electric bike that we sell.

· A free gift that includes a bike lock and Zappy Wheels water bole.

· Super responsive & helpful customer service.

We hope to get people to switch from using gas-eming cars, buses, and motorcycles 
and over to environmentally friendly and cheaper forms of electric transportaon. We 
believe electric bikes are changing the concept of travel by providing a clean, efficient 
and excing new mode of transportaon that is affordable to all.

Our focus is always to put our customers and products first. We stand behind our 
product 100% and make sure that all of our electric bikes are user-friendly and easy to 
service. With rising energy costs and growing environmental awareness, electric bikes 
have come to prove that they are the perfect soluon. 
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Our mission is to use modern technology to improve our lives and put smiles on our 
faces, by empowering you to conserve money and energy simultaneously, while 
reducing society's carbon footprint. That is why we have teamed up with the 
Carbonfund.org Foundaon so that for every electric bicycle that is bought at 

Carbonfund.org's mission is to end the threat that climate change and global warming 
poses on our earth. They fund renewable energy, energy efficiency, and reforestaon 
projects around the world that reduce carbon dioxide emissions. These projects 
generate cerfiable carbon offsets that will provide us with clean energy and beer 
the environment for centuries to come.
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I want to thank you for choosing and reading this book, “The Complete Guide to 
Electric Bikes: Everything You Should Know Before and After Buying Your Electric 
Bike” and sincerely hope you find it useful.

Electric bikes, as you may not be aware of, are not a new concept. They've been 
around for quite a while. In fact, the first one was prototyped as early as the last 
decade of the 19th century, but it didn't appeal to the masses back then. But once 
they were reintroduced in the 1990s, they became popular very quickly, especially in 
China. In the US and the UK, they've only started to become popular recently.

With the acve and busy lifestyles of people all around the world, due to rapid 
globalizaon and urbanizaon, it's become difficult to ride tradional bicycles much. 
But e-bikes are a different maer. They provide the joy of riding as well as the power 
to take you almost anywhere. They're also zippier and more maneuverable, so it's no 
surprise that people have started to buy them a lot more now.

Electric bikes in this day and age are elegant, powerful and very viable. So if you're 
thinking about geng one for yourself, think no further. This guide will help you iron 
out all the details and plans, and then you can go on and pick the best e-bike for 
yourself.
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In this chapter, I will talk about some fundamental things about e-bikes and how they 
can make your life beer.

Electric bikes go by various names. You may also have heard them being addressed as 
e-bikes, pedelecs or electric-assist bikes. Because it is short and easy, we will mostly 
go with “e-bike” in this book. An e-bike is basically just an ordinary bicycle, which has 
been equipped with a baery and motor for easier riding and pedaling. With e-bikes, 
it becomes much easier to cycle uphill and on difficult pathways. All e-bikes are motor 
operated and most of them do not need to be pedaled while in some others, the 
electric motor is used to assist you in pedaling to limit the power consumpon.

Electric Bike Laws in the U.S.
As of early 2017, the electric bike law states that any e-bike is street legal if it has a top 
speed of 20 MPH or less using just the throle, it has a 750W motor or less, and it has a 
pedal assisted top speed of 28 MPH or less. If an electric bike falls within these criteria, 
that means it will be treated as a normal bike and it is allowed to be used on any and all 
bicycle paths. 95% of the electric bikes at Zappy Wheels meet these standards, but 
there is sll a small handful of bikes with 1000W motors or a top throle only speed of 
25 MPH. This should NOT scare you away from buying them! They are sll allowed to 
be ridden off-road, which is typically what a larger motor e-bike would be used for, 
such as the QuietKat FatKat 1000W Fat Tire Hunng Electric Bike. There is nothing to 
worry about, as long as you're not doing donuts with your 1000W bike right in front of 
cops on a busy road.

But Why Buy an Electric Bike?
The quesons that usually arise about e-bikes are "Why are they needed?" and "Why 
not just go for regular bikes?” The answers to these quesons are quite simple. E-
bikes render the rider more advantages than a standard bike, be it in the aspect of 
speed, ease, convenience, stamina or fun or simple pleasure. 

Electric Bike Basics
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Introduction to Electric Bikes



City people/ Commuters

People living in cies have a good idea about how insane and suicidal driving may feel 
like on busy city roads. With traffic jams at every turn and bearing in mind how hard it 
is to find a parking space for a vehicle, this all contributes to making driving in cies a 
troublesome business. The downsides of driving in urban areas can be dodged by 
adopng an e-bike into your daily life. E-bikes are considerably easier to ride than 
standard bikes, you will not have to worry about geng stuck in a traffic jam or not 
finding any space to park your bike. E-bikes also save lots of money and provide 
healthy exercise for the rider. You can also opt for a folding electric bike as you can 
take them with you on public transport for the most part of the journey and ride your 
bike for the last leg.

E-Bikes for Everyone
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E-bikes can benefit a lot of people in different areas of daily life. Their needs and uses 
for different individuals are different. In the next few paragraphs, we will discuss the 
use of e-bikes for different people of different categories.

Eco-friendly bunch

The exhaust gasses released from motor vehicles and the connuously depleng 
resources of fuel used to run these vehicles are pung a huge load on our 
environment. For those who are aware of this exploitaon of the environment and 
want to change it and go green, e-bikes are the perfect replacement for your fuel run 
vehicles. The investment and maintenance cost of e-bikes is small compared to the 
other private vehicles and the energy consumed is minimal. 

There is also the maer of incapability of some people to ride regular bikes; it may be 
because of their physical unfitness, knee pain when riding a bike, bumpy and hilly 
pathways, unfavorable weather and wind condions or lack of stamina. These 
obstacles can be overcome by making the choice of an e-bike. The riders only need to 
pedal as much as they want to and the rest is handled by the bike itself. E-bikes are 
faster and safe, so they take less me to reach your desnaon without leaving you 
gasping for breath, as is the case with standard bikes.
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Students

Most students studying in universies face financial problems as they already have 
enough worries with student loans and such. Some of them even work part me jobs 
to pay off their daily expenses. With all that, the burden of having to spend too much 
on transportaon may put a lot of strain on them. As we know, e-bikes are cheaper and 
much easier to ride and would be the perfect choice for students. If the campus is too 
large, students can cross their way between different departments or classes on their 
e-bikes and save money and me. Folding e-bikes are even beer as the students can 
store them in their dorm rooms without taking too much space.

Passionate riders

For those who are just obsessed and love riding bikes for a long distance every day, e-
bikes are an awesome choice. You sll have the opon to ride it like a normal bike, but 
you also have the opportunity to ride really fast while doing nothing at all so you can sit 
and appreciate the scenery. Even if you ride tens of miles a day, your e-bike will be able 
to stay charged for the enre trip and you can sll connue pedaling even if your 
baery does run out.

Mountain bikers

Not everyone has the energy and stamina to pedal all the way up steep hills or 
mountains. One has got to be extremely fit and have remarkable strength to achieve 
that feat. Well, not everyone falls into that category and for those who don't, there are 
e-bikes. E-bikes require the riders to only put in a small amount of effort and the bike 
manages the rest itself, which makes it much easier for anyone to pedal uphill.
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Older People/ physically incapable

Some people are physically incapable of riding bicycles. This could be due to aging or 
some accident in the past or a surgery that prevents them from cycling. When pain, 
redness or loss of strength that comes with growing older kicks in, many find it 
difficult to connue cycling and have to quit. For those sll with a love for cycling, e-
bikes are the perfect soluon. With e-bikes, there is no need to worry about 
exhausng yourself and gasping for air while pedaling.
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We live in an age where global warming and climate change is a significant issue that 
is generang global discussion. There are obviously many sides of the argument of 
climate change, but something that no one can deny is that our world is now more 
polluted than it has previously been. If we connue having the same energy 
consumpon habits, the subject of climate change will, at some point, become an 
issue of serious concern. There are many factors that contribute to this and 
urbanizaon, industrializaon and fuel emissions from transportaon are among the 
major ones. This is where the conversaon on electric bikes begins.

It is not enough just to complain about a problem, or to insist that something is bad. 
What is more important is to engage in discussions, propose soluons and then take 
acon. And that is what we are trying to do. Below are a few points that illustrate the 
role that cars, in parcular, are having on polluon levels:

· NASA says automobiles are the largest contributor to air polluon
· 55% of car trips are under 10 miles
· There are over 250 million cars on US roads 
· Automobiles travel close to 3 trillion miles each year
· The average American contributes 50,000 pounds of carbon dioxide emissions 

per year

This goes to show the massive environmental burden posed by the automobile 
industry. What makes cars so harmful is the CO  emissions they produce that trap heat 2

in the atmosphere which causes the earth's temperature to rise. This is what is known 
as the greenhouse effect.
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Unlicensed people

If you do not own a driver's license or your driver's license has been suspended, e-
bikes are worth thinking about as a sensible investment. In all parts of the world, 
riding an e-bike that meets the legal requirements does not require any form of 
license. So if your license is under suspension, you can sll hit the road on your e-bike 
and do your everyday work and, if you have a fun experience, you can keep using it 
and never go back to your car.
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We have recognized the problem, and now we need to find soluons. One that is 
already working is electric transportaon. Electric cars and electric bikes produce 
zero carbon emissions and the technology is there and ready to use. All it needs is to 
be implemented naonwide. 

Electric Bikes: The Eco-friendly Solution

Electric bikes are powered by an electric motor and this means they produce no 
harmful byproducts to the environment. This is just one of their many amazing 
benefits and why they may be the best form of alternave transportaon today. And 
electric bikes are not an opportunity that is reserved for the wealthy. In fact, they cost 
a percentage of what a car does and will save you many thousands of dollars in gas 
money.

You Can Make a Difference

Reducing carbon emissions by just 2% globally is all that is needed to make a serious 
impact. As you know, we support carbonfund.org which is leading the fight against 
climate change and we donate $10 to them for every order. Therefore, when you buy 
an electric bike from us, it means that you get to support a greener planet directly 
through the use of your electric bike and indirectly through our donaon to 
carbonfund.org. This dual benefit is no doubt awesome. You can also check out the 
carbonfund.org website to learn more about them and other easy to implement 
ways to decrease your carbon footprint.
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Electric Bike Buyer's Guide: How to Choose the Perfect E-Bike
There are a variety of electric bikes with different frame styles, gearing systems, sizes 
and configuraons of motors and baeries to choose from. In this secon, we are 
going to help you decide which e-bike with which configuraon is the perfect choice 
for you to buy. Below is a step-by-step guide for choosing the most compable e-bike 
for yourself.

What Style Best Suits Your Needs?

Your perfect e-bike depends on what use you will put it to. Earlier in this chapter, we 
discussed who should buy an electric bike depending on their intended use for the 
bike. We also discussed what one should expect when geng an e-bike. There are 5 
main styles of electric bikes. 

· Commuter electric bikes
· Folding electric bikes
· Cruiser electric bikes
· Fat re electric bikes
· Mountain electric bikes
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Commuter e-bikes

Also known as city electric bikes, commuter e-bikes 
are perfect for riding around in the city, on pavement, 
commung and anything alike. They typically have a 
longer range than any other category of electric bike. 
Meaning you can o en get 40-50 miles in one baery 
charge as opposed to 20-25 miles in some mountain 
bikes and fat re bikes. Commuter bikes are suited for 
riding in any type of clothing and some have step-
through frames that make the bike easier to get on 
and more comfortable and praccal for someone 
wearing a dress.
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Folding e-bikes

Cruiser e-bikes
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Folding electric bikes are ideal for those who need 
to travel with their bike, want a bike to keep on their 
boat or plane, or who live in small apartments and 
don't have a lot of storage space. They're also good 
for commuters who need to take their bike on a bus 
or train for part of their commute, or who don't 
have a safe place to park their bike at work. Most 
folding bikes have smaller wheels and are lighter 
than a standard electric bike.

Cruiser electric bikes are designed for casual riding, 
and have a very comfortable, upright riding posion, 
and a large, comfortable seat. Cruisers o en have 
wide "balloon" res, and handlebars that are even 
more upright. They are best for riding on ground that 
is fairly flat and not as good at climbing hills as a 
mountain bike or city bike because there o en (but 
not always) are not as many gears. Some cruiser 
electric bike manufacturers make a wide array of 
colorful models.
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Fat Tire e-bikes

Fat re electric bikes obviously have very large 
and fat res/wheels. The big res and heavy 
frame create great tracon so that you can ride 
on almost any terrain like sand, snow or dirt. 
They often have a shorter range because of 
their heavier weight. They usually do not have a 
suspension system, but the big res can absorb 
a lot of shock and work as its own suspension 
system. This means the ride will be comfortable 
and the big res also make it easier to balance.

Mountain e-bikes

Electric mountain bikes are meant for riding 
rough off-road trails. They have flat or upright 
handlebars, and a very large gear range for 
pedaling up steep trails. Most mountain electric 
bikes have some type of shock absorbers or 
suspension to handle bumpy terrain. Mountain 
electric bikes can also be used for riding on 
roads or commung, although they likely will 
not have the same range as a tradional 
commuter e-bike.
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How Much Power Do You Want in Your E-Bike?

E-Bike Terms

The overall power of your electric bike is determined by the motor, baery 
and controller that the bike is equipped with. But let's first define power. By 
power, we mean the top speed, rate of acceleraon, range and the bike's ability 
to climb hills at a higher speed. The motor, baery and controller each have their 
own impact on these factors. Let's define a few terms first:

Was (W) – Was in an electric bike motor can be compared to the 
horsepower of a car engine. Higher waage means the motor is capable of 
consuming more electricity from the baery to help turn the wheel.

 – As is the case with was, higher voltage in a baery will also Volts (V)
produce more power more for the bike. The motor and baery work together, 
therefore more was means more electricity is being fed to the motor which 
equates to more power.

 – This can be compared to the gas tank of a car. The more Amp Hours (AH)
amp hours the baery has, the longer the range will be on the electric bike. Of 
course there are other factors on range such as weight of the bike, weight of 
the person riding, terrain, the level of electric assist etc. But if all things are 
equal, then more amp hours equals longer range.

 – Wa hours will give you the overall amount of energy in the Wa Hours
baery. You calculate wa hours why mulplying was x amp hours of the 
baery. For example:
24V x 20AH = 480 wa hours
48V x 10AH = 480 wa hours
The voltage of the baeries is very different, but the 2 baeries sll contain 
about the same amount of electrical energy in them. The difference is that the 
48V/10AH baery will provide more power over a shorter period of me than 
the 24V/20AH baery that will provide less power at once, but for a longer me. 
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Motor

As we just discussed, the size of the motor determines the power of the electric bike. 
You could have a big baery and controller, but if you have a wimpy lile motor, you 
won't be going very fast. 

The typical (street legal) electric bike motors are either 350W, 500W or 750W. 
Unfortunately, almost all e-bikes with these motors are capped with a top speed of 20 
MPH due to the current electric bike regulaons. If not for this limit that is put on the 
bikes, a 750W bike and most 500W bikes certainly have the capability to exceed 20 
MPH with the throle if it were allowed. So while a 500W bike won't have a higher top 
speed than a 350W bike, you will sll feel a big difference in the power. A 500W bike 
will be able accelerate quicker and it will be able to climb steeper hills at faster speeds. 
Something like a 250W bike may only have a top speed of 16 MPH with the throle, 
but they will of course come much cheaper, likely somewhere in the $650 - $950 
range.

Baery

The other influenal factor in the power of the electric bike is the baery and 
controller. The controller of an e-bike restricts the greatest power yield and the 
maximum possible speed of the bicycle. We're going to cover them both at once 
because they work together in powering the bike.

These numbers are arbitrary and just used to demonstrate the relaonship 
between volts and amp hours. Not always but typically, a baery with more volts 
will also have more amp hours.

Keep in mind that you cannot have a bike with a large motor and a small baery or 
a small motor and a large baery. The two increase in unison because the motor 
has to be able to handle the electricity that the baery is sending to it and the 
baery has to be strong enough to feed enough electricity to the motor. 
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The most common type of baery used in electric bikes is lithium baeries and that's 
because they are the best quality and have many advantages over other types of 
baeries. It is the same kind of baery that is used in electric cars and smartphones. 
They are lightweight and have a baery life of at least 1000 charges cycles, meaning 
you can drain the baery completely and recharge it 1000 mes plus. So as long as 
there are no malfuncons with the baery, you should be able to get 20,000 miles on 
it before it needs to be replaced. That is many years of cycling. The only reason to 
purchase an extra baery is to use it as a back-up when your original baery runs dry if 
you are going on a very long cycling trip. Because lithium baeries are of the highest 
quality, they will of course cost more than an e-bike with a lead acid baery which is 
what you will often find on cheaper e-bikes for about $800 or less. 

Most electric bikes have either 36V or 48V baeries. Cheaper bikes may have 24V 
baeries and anything larger than 48V is likely used on a non-street legal electric bike.

On the Zappy Wheels website, if you go to the all collecons page (click on any 
collecon to get there) and then scroll down, you will see a secon on the lefthand 
side where all of our electric bikes are sorted into categories based on the size of its 
motor and baery.
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What Does the Battery Look Like?

Baery located on the down tube Baery located in the down tube 
(baery is not visible)

Baery located behind the seat tube

The baery can really be located anywhere on the bike. Usually the baery is aached 
to the down tube of the bike, hidden inside of the down tube or located behind the seat 
tube.

15  
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There are different types of electric bike motors and they work in slightly different 
ways. The ones we are going to discuss are rear hub motors and mid-drive motors, 
as they make up 99% of all electric bikes.

Rear Hub Motor

Rear hub motor e-bikes are the ones in which the motor is placed directly on or inside 
the rear wheel. The majority of electric bikes come with a rear hub motor because they 
are much cheaper than a mid-drive motor, but sll power the bike very effecvely. 
There are two types of rear hub motors: direct (gearless) and geared.

Direct hub motors have different names like brushless, direct drive, gearless and they 
all mean the same thing. The direct rear hub motors are generally larger and heavier 
and because of that make use of the whole hub shell. They're also more durable 
because there are no gears and, therefore, fewer moving parts.
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They can go faster, but since they're heavier, they have some drag and give a lile less 
torque. They're also very silent since they have no moving parts. A direct hub motor is 
always engaged and can make use of regenerave braking, which will give some extra 
electricity back to the baery. Some, but not all direct hub motors have this feature.

On the other hand, geared rear hub motors are relavely smaller and lighter than 
direct rear hub motors. They can even pass for regular wheel hubs. They have 
relavely more torque but can't go as fast as direct hub motors. There is less drag in 
these motors, but since there are mulple moving parts, you can expect some noise 
from the motor. Sll, they are very durable as well. Another important difference is 
that when the motor isn't in use, the wheel can move freely, so there's no resistance. 
But this also means there can't be regenerave braking.

Mid-Drive Motor
Now let's talk about mid drive motors. In mid-drive systems, the motor is placed on 
the frame itself. The frame is specially designed to accommodate the motor either 
directly on it or beside the boom bracket.
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If you've ever ridden a hub motor e-bike on a steep slope, you must know that feeling 
of geng bogged down. This is because, in hub motor e-bikes, the RPM (rotaons per 
minute) can't be adjusted according to gears as the bike speeds up. In mid-drive 
motor e-bikes, however, the motor makes use of the standard drivetrain itself, 
allowing the bike to use its regular gears. So if you change the gears correctly, you can 
achieve the bike's ideal RPM, thereby resulng in more efficiency.

Another thing you will noce about a mid-drive e-bike is that it feels much more like a 
normal bicycle. This is because the motor doesn't drive the wheels, it drives the crank 
(pedals), so you feel that Superman effect where you feel your legs are pumping much 
more energy than they actually are. It's a very exhilarang feeling for most people. For 
people who do long, steep climbs regularly, mid-drive systems are more preferable 
since they can handle the climbs beer than hub motor e-bikes. They can make the 
best use of the bike's lower gears as well as the higher gears. This means a more 
balanced climb and the ability to reach higher speeds when on flat surfaces.

Mid-drive e-bikes have a lower center of gravity because of the way the weight is 
distributed across the bike. Since the motor is located on the frame itself, it provides a 
much more balanced ride to the user. The ride becomes even more refined if the 
baery is also located in the middle of the bike.

Simple repairs, like changing a flat re, are much easier to do on a mid-drive system 
since the motor and electronics are located on the frame and not the wheel itself. The 
only con here is that some components like the chain drive see faster wear as 
compared to a hub motor e-bike. This is because a mid-drive system ulizes the chain 
drive of the bike to power it.

Lastly, some riders don't like to acvely think about changing gears and keeping the 
ideal RPM of the motor in mind all the me when they're riding. They just want to ride 
as carefree as possible. For such people, a mid-drive system is not suitable since it 
relies on the rider's skill to keep the legs and motor working efficiently by using the e-
bike like a normal bike.
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So Which Type of Motor is Beer?

If we do not consider the price, the mid-drive is the superior motor for most people. 
But of course price is very important, so we have to account for that. It's not just a 
$200 increase you'll see for a mid-drive bike, it's more like $1000+ so they're going to 
be quiet a bit more expensive. If you have a large budget, then why not go for the mid-
drive bike, but you will NOT be missing out with a rear hub motor e-bike. Rear hub 
motors are very effecve and efficient and will provide you will everything you are 
looking for in an electric bike for half the price or even less.

Pedal Assist vs. Throle Mode

Now that we've talked about the types of e-bikes, motors and baeries, let's take a 
look at the various ways in which the motor can power your bike. Your e-bike's motor 
will either have a pedal assist mode, throle mode, or both to power the bike. With 
many people wanng to have the opon to choose between using pedal assist or the 
throle, most electric bikes today have both opons. But you shouldn't take this 
lightly as the bike's motor features will also affect your buying decision. So let's take a 
look at what both modes do and the pros and cons of each. 

Pedal Assist Mode
Pedal assist mode works in addion to your own effort. This means that if a bike only 
has pedal assist mode, the motor won't kick in unl you start pedaling. Once you do, 
the motor will start monitoring your strength and provide addional support as 
required. This gives the rider a very fun sensaon, the Superman effect that we've 
already talked about.

Prey much all electric bikes with pedal assist mode will provide you the opon of 
choosing between low, medium and high power support. This gives you the power to 
change how much assistance you need from the motor. Most bikes also have a more 
sophiscated power range, going from 1 to 10 or something similar.

In simpler systems, once you choose the amount of pedaling assistance you want, the 
motor will provide you only that much power, no maer how hard or slow you're 
pedaling. This is called the cadence sensor system. 
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In advanced systems, however, you can get more complex features that involve 
mulple sensors. There's cadence, wheel speed monitor, torque sensor systems, and 
other sensors. With the help of these, the bike can gauge how hard you're pedaling 
and how much assistance you need based on those inputs.

These advanced systems make the experience of riding so smooth that the rider feels 
as if the bike is an extension of their own legs. So your e-bike will be smart enough to 
know that you need a bit more power going uphill than you do on flat surfaces, so it 
will adjust the assistance being provided accordingly. You will feel like your bike is very 
intuive and you don't have to pay much aenon to anything except pedaling

Throle Mode

Throle mode in e-bikes works the same way it does on other motor-powered 
vehicles like scooters and motorbikes. All you need to do is throle the bike a lile and 
power will start flowing through the motor to the wheels. This means that you can 
choose to pedal along with the motor or just rest for a while as the bike cruises on its 
own baery power. This is great for people who wear out quickly and can't pedal 
connuously for long distances.

The throle can be in the form of a thumb throle on the bike's handle or a twist 
throle on the right handle, just like in motorbikes. Most new bikes allow you to 
control the power that you receive from the motor – high to low or through a more 
sophiscated numbered system – similar to the way pedal assist bikes do. You can 
adjust this according to your needs.
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The biggest benefit of this mode is that when you need a quick boost, you can simply 
throle the bike and get it moving easily without pedaling. This is useful when you're 
carrying a heavy load or just starng uphill on a steep climb. One thing you need to be 
mindful about, however, is that throle mode runs out the baery much faster than 
pedal assist mode since you're not pung any of your own strength into moving the 
bike.

That said, most e-bikes these days have both throle and pedal assist modes available 
so you can toggle between them, as you like. All this makes riding an electric bike a lot 
of fun.

Brakes

You will also want to at least be aware of the types of brakes that different bikes have. 
You have two types of brakes: there are mechanical disk brakes and hydraulic disk 
brakes. The major difference between the two is that the mechanical brakes involve a 
cable-pull system while the hydraulic brakes employ fluids to transfer force from the 
lever to caliper. The advantages of opng for mechanical disk brakes range from an 
easier set-up to lesser cost. On the other hand, the downsides involve the level of 
modulaon being lesser than hydraulic and the requirement to apply more pressure 
to the brake lever. 
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Likewise, going for hydraulic system has its own share of benefits. Some of them are 
control being more precise, less pressure applicaon requirements and much 
smoother braking. That does come with a slightly higher cost. 

Budget

Your budget is really the biggest deciding factor in which bike you buy as there are 
both cheap and expensive electric bikes are available. What you have to consider is 
whether you are willing to spend some more money to get the bike with the more 
powerful motor and baery, higher quality parts, more features and beer design. Or 
if you would rather spend less for an electric bike that is not as fast, high quality and 
impressive.

It is not easy to decide which way to go. For $1500, you will get you a very good electric 
bike with a strong motor and baery that will last a long me and is impressive to look 
at. You will not get as much with $650, but you will sll be geng an electric bike that 
can take you places without having to break a sweat. And it's not like the $650 e-bikes 
are made of plasc. They are sll built to last, where you are downgrading the most is 
in the power of the motor and baery, features and the design of the bike. And 
remember that all electric bikes come with warranes of at least 6 months and most 
of the me it's as long as 1 to 3 years. $650 is the price for many normal bikes, so when 
you aach an electric motor and baery to it, that is definitely a great deal. 
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Now that you have bought your own electric bike, you obviously want to treat it well 
so it stays in the best shape possible. Maintenance is necessary for every vehicle to 
give out the best performance and electric bikes are no different in this manner, 
although it is to be noted that the maintenance needed for e-bikes is much less and 
cheaper than other motor vehicles. Maintaining an electric bicycle is not too different 
from maintaining a regular bicycle, most parts of the e-bikes are just the same as 
standard bicycles and therefore need the same maintenance. The only addional 
components are the motor and baery which need minimal maintenance. Unlike 
other fuel run vehicles, there is no concern for changing oil, spark plugs or air filters.

In fact, you can even maintain your e-bike by yourself with lile knowledge. 
Maintenance is not to be neglected and the e-bikes are to be kept in great condion 
to obtain peak performance from them.

If you do not feel that you are capable of maintaining your e-bike by yourself, you can 
take your bike to the nearest bike servicing shop. Electric bikes are prey much the 
same as any ordinary bike, so they can get fixed and repaired at most bike stores. But 
it would be nice if you didn't have to run down to the local bike shop at all and that's 
why it becomes important that you have some knowledge about maintaining your e-
bike by yourself. So whenever the situaon demands, you will know your way around 
it. Here are some pracces that will keep your electric bike running for a long me 
with as lile problems as possible.

Tire Pressure
What may be the most important thing to do that will keep your bike running at top 
speed for a long me is to maintain your re pressure! Every aspect of the bike's 
performance will suffer when the res are underinflated, it could even feel like you 
are riding in sand. All bicycles naturally lose their re pressure over me and there's 
nothing you can do except pump them up when they need it. 

Electric Bike Maintenance
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The amount of pressure needed could range anywhere between 40-130 PSI (pounds 
per square inch) depending on the kind and size of the res. It will say in the user's 
manual or on the re what the ideal re pressure is. You have to check your re 
pressure at least every 2-3 weeks and inflate them when needed. Tire pressure will 
lower dramacally once the air temperature drops, so you definitely have to be aware 
of that during the colder seasons.

We suggest buying a Presta to Schrader Valve Adapter for $4 that will make your re 
valves compable will all re pumps. This is necessary if you want to pump up your 
res at a gas staon which only have Schrader valves while many bike res have Presta 
valves.
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Lubrication

The various chains, levers, cables and gears on an e-bike collect grime over me and 
will rust if not taken care of; this is why lubricaon is necessary. Lubricaon makes 
the transmission smooth and noiseless, the movement becomes faster and the 
overall performance of the electric bike increases. The best part about this is that 
lubricang is very easy and you can do it yourself with basic knowledge.

 There are many brands of lubricant, but we recommend Tri-Flow Superior Lubricant
or WD-40 Bike Chain Lubricant. Just be sure that what you are buying is a lubricant. To 
lube the chain, squirt the lubricant on to the chain while turning one pedal with your 
other hand so that it gets applied to the enre chain. Wipe off any excess grease that 
is dripping, but you do not want to wipe the chain dry. When you touch the chain, you 
should get some lube residue on your fingers. When that doesn't happen, it means 
it's me to lube the chain. A good rule of thumb is to lube your chain every 300 or so 
miles.

Proper Cleaning

You can start with cleaning your e-bike at regular intervals. Cleaning is an easy task 
and can be done by anyone. With proper cleaning, your e-bike will always look as 
good as the day you bought it. You should clean your bike every week thoroughly if 
you ride it every day and at least monthly if you only ride it a couple mes a week. 
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Rinse your electric bike thoroughly with a rag and water hose on very low pressure. 
Take off the dirt and filth scking to the bike. You should not leave any components 
dirty, although you should take extra care with the components that can be 
damaged by the water, parcularly the baery and controller. The electric 
components have water resistant seals but there are sll chances of water seeping 
through the seals if the water pressure is too high. This may damage these 
components and result in failure. Therefore it is important to be aware while rinsing 
the fragile components of the e-bikes. Keep the water pressure gentle and dry 
these components when the cleaning process is done. 

While cleaning your e-bike, you should do a thorough inspecon of the bike. Check 
for any damage done to any part of the bike or loose bolts and if there are any, 
ghten them right away. You will likely find a standard toolkit comes with your bike 
or else a set of hex keys can do the job.

Do not try to fix any major problems with the bike by yourself if you do not have the 
required skills. The beer choice is to take it to a service center or call Zappy Wheels 
support and we will assist you. Also, do not meddle with the seals and casings of 
baeries and chargers unless you have the correct knowledge and know how to 
close them up properly a er you are done. 
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Caring for Your Baery

There are thing you can do to keep your baery as fresh and long lasng as possible. 

· Like other baeries in your smartphone or laptop, try not to drain your baery 
completely or connue charging when it is already fully charged. The 
recommended zone to always have your baery sing at is between 25% and 
90% baery level. This will keep the baery going as long as possible and keep 
it going as strong as the first day you used.

· If it's winter me and you aren't planning on using your e-bike over the course 
of a few months, then just recharge your baery once a month so that the 
baery doesn't dip below 25% full. 

· Try not to expose your baery to extreme temperatures for extended periods 
of me, whether that is freezing temperatures or very hot temperatures (90+ 
°F)

· Do not leave your bike out in the rain or snow. The baery and controller are 
sealed and safe to get water on it, but that does not mean it can be drenched in 
water.

Tips When Charging Your Baery 

● Remember to first connect the bike to the charger before you plug the charger 
into the socket. Always make sure the switch to the socket is turned off before 
plugging in the charger, if possible.

● Never ever plug in the baery charger into the bike when it is already 
connected to the socket and on. This will mean that there will be a high voltage 
spark across the plug and socket, which may cause it to fail, and you will need to 
replace it. 
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● Make sure you use only the provided lithium-ion charger and not any other 
charger since it might affect the lifespan of the baery.

● The temperature at which you charge the baery is also important. You should 
make sure that while your bike is charging it is in an environment where the 
temperature is between 10 to 30 degrees Celsius. 

● Check your baery frequently. If you see that the baery itself has expanded in 
size or that it is unnaturally hot (about 60 C) then stop using it. 

● Make sure that you don't short circuit the baery. 

● Do not try to meddle with the baery or modify it. 

● Do not change the maximum discharge and charging voltages menoned 
along with the bike.

Most electric bike motors are not serviceable, so if something does go wrong with the 
motor, it will likely have to be replaced rather than repaired. That's because they are 
very durable and don't really require any maintenance. But there are some things you 
should know and keep in mind while riding your e-bike so that you do not harm your 
motor:

● From the starng posion, there is no need push the throle to the max. It will 
not make you reach your top speed faster, instead, it will consume a larger 
amount of power than a gradual starng speed. 

● Do not ride your electric bike on full throle for long periods of me. This will 
cause a the motor to overheat and eventually meltdown if you don't allow the 
motor to cooldown.

● Do not use the throle and apply the brakes at the same me. This is not good 
for the motor or the brakes and it will just drain your baery more than is 
necessary.

Caring for Your Motor



How to Repair a Flat Tire
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When you have a flat re, 9 mes out of 10, it is a puncture of the tube and not a 
blowout. That is why we suggest that you have a patch kit that you can bring with you 
on long trips. You can patch up the hole in the tube without having to remove the 
enre wheel. You can use a re lever to detach one side of the re from the rim so 
that you can see and touch the inner tube. From there, you have to find where in the 
tube the puncture is. It can be challenging, but the thorn or splinter may sll be in the 
re and you may be able to hear the air seeping out of the re when you try to inflate 
it. When you find the puncture, just apply the patch, put the tube back in place, 
reaach the re to the rim, inflate the re and you're back on the road! 

Detach the re, find the puncture
 on the inner tube Apply patch to the puncture

If the puncture is too big for a patch to handle or the whole re is blown out, you 
will want to replace the inner tube with a new one or take the bike to a shop.
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Proper Riding Practices
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There are a number of rules or equees to follow when it comes to riding an 
electric bike. Here are some important ones:

● Good ways to increase your baery life are by taking longer breaking 
distances, accelerang slowly and riding slowly. Your power usage 
increases four-fold if you increase your speed by two.

● When your bike is a standsll and you plan to start it, it is always good to 
start with a lower gear. Increase the power slowly; this decreases the 
strain on your motor. It will help you improve on how far you can ride on 
your baery, thereby extending your baery life.

● It is always beer to slow down to a stop rather than breaking to instantly 
stop. This also affects your baery life and durability, not to menon your 
brakes. Hence if you want to preserve your brakes and your baery, do not 

Most electric bikes are painted over with a process known as powder coang. 
Powder coang is much tougher than other convenonal paint jobs, which is 
predominantly why it is preferred over automove paint. However, it is a lile bit 
harder to maintain. 

As stated earlier, wash the enre bike frame thoroughly every few weeks to keep 
the paint color from becoming dull. Use only a water hose with low pressure and 
never use a pressure washer. Do not uses something like a rope or belt to strap 
things to the bike as that will damage the paint of the bike.

Maintaining Your Paint
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Proper knowledge
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Every electric bike is different so when you are the owner of an e-bike, it makes sense 
that you should have the correct knowledge about each and every component of 
your bike so you can maintain it with more efficiency and your bike gives the best 
performance for years on end. There are so many different bikes with hundreds of 
different variaons of parts, so we can't cover them all in here. But where can you get 
this knowledge? Every electric bike has a detailed User Manual that contains all the 
detailed informaon you need to know about your bike. This manual will come with 
you bike and if you lose it, you will likely be able to find it online. Just type in to Google 
the brand and model, followed my “user manual”.

You can get your user manual from the shop you got your e-bike from, and if they do 
not have it, you can look it up online. User manuals include important informaon 
such as the procedures for set-up (of baeries and such) and proper maintenance of 
the bike.

Conclusion
I would like to end the book here. We've learned a great deal about electric bikes in 
this book and I hope reading it was as enjoyable for you as it was for me wring it. 
We've covered a lot of topics in this book, so I hope you take your me with 
understanding the nuances behind everything and make an informed decision when 
you buy an e-bike. It's not a small investment and it will stay with you for years, so 
consider everything and choose well.

Once again, thank you so much for picking and reading this book, I hope you enjoyed 
it. Happy electric biking!
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Addmotor HITHOT H2 500W 48V Electric Mountain Bike

QuietKat FatKat 1000W Fat Tire Electric Bike
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Photo Gallery

Surface 604 Boar Fat Tire Electric Bike

E-Joe KODA Electric Bike: Best in Class Commuter E-Bike
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Addmotor MOTAN M-150 Fat Tire Folding Electric Bike

EMOJO E1 48V Scooter Electric Bike Hybrid
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ProdecoTech Phantom X2 Full-Size Folding Electric Bike

Shocke Bikes Spark Lightweight Electric Bike
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Big Cat USA Fat Cat XL 500 Fat Tire Electric Bike

Surface 604 Yunbike C1 Electric Bike
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Phantom Bikes Vision Electric Bike- 500W 48V Retro Cruiser

Shocke Bikes Surge- Urban Commuter w/ Mid-Drive Motor
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Big Cat USA Mini Cat XL Electric Bike

Addmotor HITHOT H5 500w 48V Mountain Electric Bike
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